If you observe suspicious activity the following information will assist police.
If you observe suspicious **PERSONS** the following information will assist police:

- **Date:**
- **Time:**
- **Number of Persons involved:**

**Location of incident:**

**Nature of Incident/crime:**

Descriptions of people involved including - Male or Female, type of clothing which includes footwear, caps and hats. Approximate height and build that includes hair colour:

Did they wear glasses and do they have any distinguishing marks such as tattoos or scars?

Are they in possession or carrying any items?

Were they paying attention to a particular address/house?

Have you seen them before?

If a suspicious **VEHICLE** is observed the following will assist the police:

- **Make:**
- **Model:**
- **Colour:**

**Vehicle Registration Number:**

Any other distinguishing marks e.g. damage, roof rack, business logos:

**Number of persons in vehicle - Descriptions if possible:**

Has the vehicle been seen before?

Was the vehicle observed in the vicinity of a particular address/house?